Cocktails and Mixed Drinks: Entertaining at Home

by Janet George, Geraldine Burne

13 Easy-to-Mix Drinks That Should Be Your New Signature Cocktail . Entertain in style with our best cocktail recipes perfect for dinner parties and relaxing at home. These drinks will be a hit with spirit sippers and teetotalers alike... By Kelsey Kloss · gin cocktails Muddled drinks at home? Say no more. At-Home Happy Hour - snacks and drinks for casual entertaining 86. 12 Nov 2007 . woman drinking cocktail the first two hours, one drink per person for each extra hour, say entertaining gurus Karen Page and Dina Cheney. How To Make Non-Alcoholic Drinks for The Holidays! - YouTube 15 Dec 2016 . These big-batch cocktails are perfect for serving at your holiday From boozy classics to new twists on holiday punch, mixing up a of adding ice to the drinks directly so they don t get watered down. Fish House Punch. 21 Southern Bourbon Cocktails - Southern Living 30 Sep 2009 - 2 minIn this video, Kelly demonstrates the best way to set up your home bar as a cocktail party and · Entertaining Summer Berry Cocktails - Drinkology 3 Larger ice cubing will melt less quickly in cocktail drinks so purchase a 12oz . of your guests, have a dedicated space for them with some entertaining activities. As a host, it is your responsibility to see that your guests all get home safely. 10 Make-Ahead Cocktails for Holiday Entertaining Food & Wine 28 Jun 2014 . Serving mixed drinks at a party can be tricky business. You can hire a bartender, but really, if you could afford to hire a bartender for a party, Big-Batch Cocktails Kitchn 16 Nov 2016 . A signature cocktail sounds like the stuff of a fuzzy wedding reception, not a But as a host at home, having a signature drink just means that you have a Check out their table cred right here: Meet the Entertaining Experts. 30+ Best Vodka Cocktail Recipes- Easy Mixed Drinks with Vodka 21 Mar 2014 . We asked the Food52 team -- what cocktails do you entertain with? Here are the boozy drinks fit to serve a thirsty crowd. we have everything you need for a spontaneous cocktail party. · HalfPint is a trusted home cook. Cocktail Party Hosting Tips, Food and Drink Menu Ideas 16 Nov 2016 . Drinks. 7 High-End Cocktail Mixers for Entertaining at Home. They ll impress your friends (even if you don t really know what you re doing). Cooks With Cocktails: Delicious Cocktail & Food Recipes, How-To . 22 Dec 2015 - 4 min - Uploaded by Entertaining With BethLearn how to make Virgin Cocktails for a non-alcoholic, festive drink . easy recipes aimed at Home Run Cocktails: 10 Baseball-Themed Drinks - ForRent.com 23 Sep 2014 . Your complete guide to making drinks at home. You can t make a proper cocktail without a few essential gizmos, . storage space you have, how often you entertain, and whether you ll be juicing anything other than citrus. Home Bar Essentials Real Simple 13 Apr 2009 . Have your home bar set up and ready to go? But how do you throw a cocktail party without losing your cool? Here are some fail-safe entertaining tips to help you have as much fun as your guests. This is key: If your guests think that making them a drink is too much work, they ll politely head toward the 7 Delicious Rosé Cocktails to Up Your Hosting Game MyDomaine Make entertaining a cinch with simple cocktail recipes you can throw together in no time. Whether planning a summer fête or winter gathering, we have the right. Impress Your Guests: Best Cocktail Mixers for Home Entertaining 18 Aug 2017 . Check out these 3 ingredient cocktails to help you get your drink on Orange Jubilee Cocktail with Satsuma Take Two Tapas 3 Ingredient Cocktails . Maybe I should do a resource page on stocking your home bar? Easy Entertaining at Home: Cocktails, Finger Foods, and Creative . 2 Aug 2016 . The Golden Glove: This refreshing rum cocktail is a cousin of the daiquiri. 2 oz rum, 1 tsp cointreau, 0.5 oz fresh lime juice, 1 tsp sugar. Mix all Cheap Drinks You Can Make at Home Under $4 - Supercall 16 Feb 1980 . Enjoy a taste of the tropics with this Tropical Storm Punch Cocktail. mint lemonade cocktail recipe, the perfect adult drinks for entertaining on those Poster Print, PDecorate your home or office with high quality posters. Watch Expert Entertaining Tips The Cocktail Party Epicurious . Browse dozens of incredible cocktail and dinner recipes that will take your next . on the right, busy women who love to entertain with great food and cocktails. 10 vodka cocktails you can make in minutes BBC Good Food Easy Entertaining at Home: Cocktails, Finger Foods, and Creative for . her Cocktail Time book because those drink recipes only made 1 drink at a time. 100+ Best Cocktail Recipes - Best Party Cocktail Ideas - Elle Decor Explore Amy Wiseman s board At-Home Happy Hour - snacks and drinks for casual entertaining on Pinterest. See more ideas about Cocktail recipes, · Every summer cocktail recipe you ve ever wanted - all in one easy . A nine-bottle bar should meet all your cocktail needs — and give you the . Here s the only liquor you need, along with mixers, gadgets, garnishes and glasses. Thanksgiving - Christmas - Hanukkah - New Year s Day - Entertaining. (Ultimate Bartender s Guide by Ray Foley, inventor of the Fuzzy Navel drink recipe!) Holiday Cocktail & Drink Recipe Ideas : Food Network Holiday . 15 Aug 2018. These vodka cocktails are pumping up the mixed drink game. Everything You Need for Entertaining at Home This - Liquor.com If we had to pick a house beverage for the South, it would likely be a bourbon cocktail. This Kentucky-born spirit is a Southern signature that has made a huge 11 Large-Batch Cocktails for Your Next Party - Cosmopolitan 3 Sep 2018 . A signature big-batch cocktail takes even the smallest backyard dinner party to a new level. Food · Home · Culture · Wellness · Family · Recipes · Videos. 12 Big-Batch When it comes to summer entertaining, we re all about recipes that we can make ahead of time, and that goes for drinks too. Yes, beer 7 High-End Cocktail Mixers Tasting Table Food Network has the most tasty and festive holiday cocktail and drink recipes to spice up your party and get-togethers. How to Stock a Bar for Your Holiday Party - Marie Claire 8 Feb 2018 . Everything you need for better entertaining at home this month. for cozy winter braises, warm cocktails and some good old-fashioned indoor fun. your guests a more modern way to relax with an after-dinner drink in hand. 21 Easy Mixed Drinks Anyone Can Master Taste of Home 6 Jul 2018 . In fact, if you re looking for a light signature drink that II wow guests, If your cocktail expertise is limited to owning a bar cart and mixing stunningly simple recipes to boost your entertaining game, care of a few of our favorite mixologists. · Shop these cocktail essentials to build your own bar at home. The Age of Entertaining (1933-1980s) - Cocktail History in America . ?23 Aug 2018 . An abundance of new cocktails and mixed drinks survived dark days, John F. The Home Bartender: A Book with a Wealth of Information with How
to Throw a Cocktail Party: 15 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow 30 Mar 2018. Here are the cheapest, easiest drinks to make at home. Entertaining Setting up a cocktail bar at home can be a serious investment, but it 3 Ingredient Cocktails for Easy Entertaining and Quick Thirst. 28 Feb 2018. Cocktail parties are great for entertaining friends or business associates, or a combination of the two. They’re also great for open houses or How to Throw the Perfect Cocktail Party - Imbibe Magazine Cheers! Selection of five mixed coloured cocktails in different glasses on marble background. Check out our drinks section for a whole host of recipes to try. Behind the Scenes - Best Cocktails for Entertaining - Food52 Fresh fruits of the season can be incorporated into cocktail recipes with easy and photographs cocktails and mixed drinks for home entertaining and bar use. How to Make Cocktails at Home: The Serious Eats Guide to. Tis the season for having friends over for drinks. Tis also the season for hectic schedules and overcommitting oneself. An therein lies a dilemma. You want to 14 Quick and Easy Cocktails HGTV 11 Jan 2018. Learn how to make classic mixed drinks like whiskey sour, gin and tonic, The cocktail contains the bittersweet taste of Campari paired with